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Merit exemplar for 990881 2015 Total score 24 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 M5 

The candidate demonstrates a clear understanding of all three elements of the 
question and has shown they can grasp some of the harder lexical items and 
cognates such as “an exploration of the world for ten to fifteen year olds.”  
There are some errors in translation, but nothing that creates ambiguity of 
meaning.  To gain M6, the student would need to include more detail into (b) 
e.g. the magazine celebrates life and (c) the magazine is also available as a 
paper copy. 

2 E7 

The candidate has provided a thorough response to each of the three 
elements of the question.  They have grasped some of the implicit meanings, 
such as stating that he is happy as such a trip would be a dream come true, as 
he has always wanted to see a live game in a stadium and now he is living out 
this dream, seeing his first match in Christchurch tomorrow and the final later 
in Auckland  To gain E8, the candidate would have had to provide more 
understanding of implicit meanings in: 

(a) justifying that Thomas is a fan due to “the scale of his involvement in 
football throughout his life” and proven this statement by linking it to as many 
facts from the text as possible. 

(b) stating that a trip to NZ would be a surprise because as he has never been 
overseas nor to a stadium to see a live game, he would not expect his first 
time watching a match to be in NZ, a country so far from France which he 
knew nothing about. 

3 E7 

The candidate has provided a thorough response to each of the elements of 
the question.  They have grasped some of the implicit meanings, such as 
Hugo the hippo’s friendship of the elephant being based on admiration of their 
differences and abilities.  To gain E8, the candidate would have needed to 
show more analysis and linking of the describing adjectives e.g. along with 
translating the text to prove their adjective choice of ‘lazy’ and ‘hungry’ making 
a statement such as “he must be hungry if he is prepared to walk for miles to 
look for food, when he classes himself, like most hippos, as lazy and prefers to 
spend most of his time sleeping and bathing in the water”. 

4 M5 

The candidate has demonstrated clear understanding of the question and has 
identified some of the more difficult lexical constructions such as “you forget 
everything that you have learnt”.  The candidate starts their letter well, linking 
their advice to details provided in the text, however the ending provides advice 
with no reference to the text and some detail is left out. 




